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HENRY'S MILL - DAY ONE

FADE IN:

INT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - MORNING

Sheriff Falsen is entering the Small Sheriff's station

DEPUTY
Morning Sheriff, Mathilda May says
her dog has gone missing again

SHERIFF
I suppose it's about that time
again

DEPUTY
And there's an NSA Agent
Wallenburg waiting for you

SHERIFF
NSA?

DEPUTY
Yep, credentials all check out

SHERIFF
Last time feds came around here it
took months to clean up their mess

FADE OUT

INT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - MORNING

FADE IN

Wallenburg is really bored waiting for Sheriff Falsen to get
to the office when Falsen

SHERIFF
You must be the NSA agent...so
who's done what, when, where and
it's all above my pay grade

AGENT WALLENBURG
Nothing like that Sheriff.  I just
need you to sign some papers and
I'll be on your way

SHERIFF
sign some papers for what?
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AGENT WALLENBURG
Loan...we are loaning your
Sheriff's department a highly
skilled agent.  The department he
was assigned to has been shut
down.  This is the best place for
him

SHERIFF
Do I have a choice?

AGENT WALLENBURG
None what so ever, please sign
here, here and initial here

Falsen sits at his desk and signs the papers. Wallenburg
seperates the top copy from the bottom and hands the bottom
copy to Falsen

AGENT WALLENBURG
Congratulations Left-tenant Col
Gabriel Dumont is all yours.
Here's his NSA personnel file and
the request forms for all the
other agencies he's been loaned
out to over the years as well has
his military's personnel file.

SHERIFF
Left-tenant Col...Definitely not
US Military...how many agencies
are we talking about?

AGENT WALLENBURG
The only agency in the US he's not
been loaned out to is Homeland
security, it would not have been a
good fit

SHERIFF
And When do I met this Dumont?

AGENT WALLENBURG
Well he was supposed to be here
with me, so I really don't know
where he is...and I have a
plane...if you could call it that,
to catch

Falsen looks at the booking sheet from last night. Then puts
up his hand
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SHERIFF
One moment Agent Wallenburg, I
need you to verify something

INT. JAIL CELLS - DAY

FADE IN

James is standing outside a jail cell asking Gabriel
questions

WELLS
Mr. Dumont, I've checked two of
the Id's we found on you...CIA
agent I spoke with first laughed
then could neither confirm nor
deny you, FBI confirmed you then
said you are loaned out to the
DEA, DEA said they Punted you to
the Marshal's Service.  The
Marshal's service took back your
credentials and said S.E.P.
NATO Intelligence, Interpol,
Scotland Yard, NYPD, CIA, FBI,
DEA, US Marshals, MI5, MI6 and NSA
credentials...who do you work for?

Falsen and Wallenburg enter the cells

SHERIFF
Us as of five minutes ago.  Is
this his him?

AGENT WALLENBURG
That's him...

Wallenburg's eye begin to twitch

AGENT WALLENBURG
Left-Tenant Col Gabriel Dumont,
your new special deputy.

DUMONT
Hey Wallenburg, how's life out of
the cubicle?

AGENT WALLENBURG
Horrible...I have a charter plane
to catch.  Then get back to
dealing with  criminals who are
not sitting in a jail cell
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DUMONT
Well enjoy your walls and red
bull...Say hi to your sister for
me, she sure is a lot more
sociable

AGENT WALLENBURG
(Giving the Finger)

Fuck you!!!

Wallenburg angrily leaves

SHERIFF
So why is he locked up?  Was it
drunk and disorderly?

WELLS
No that would be Lenny again

Falsen looks at the other cell and sees Lenny's foot
sticking out from beneath the cot

WELLS
No, he was in a bar fight. There
was another guy with him, except
the FBI came in around 3 am and
took that one. Night staff showed
the senior FBI agent all the
credentials.  Apparently she
laughed and said "You're Problem
Now"

DUMONT
Red hair, Blonde Hair or Brunette

WELLS
Blonde Hair

DUMONT
Be grateful it wasn't the redhead.
 I had an affair with the Blonde,
while the Red Head thought we were
still dating

SHERIFF
What you don't remember their
names?

DUMONT
I remember all of their names I
have an photographic memory. After
a misunderstanding involving a
crime boss, his girlfriend, wife
and niece...I prefer to go by hair

(MORE)
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DUMONT (cont'd)
color and were I may have been at
the time.  It's a great deal safer

SHERIFF
Am I going to have a problem with
your zipper and the women in this
town?

DUMONT
I'm getting too old to be having
that problem

SHERIFF
Give him back his
things...Left-Tenant Col...go get
cleaned up and back here...either
suit and tie or uniform.  We'll
have yet another set of valid
credentials ready for you when you
get back

DUMONT
More shiny things

FADE OUT

INT. SHERRIF'S OFFICE - MORNING

FADE IN

Dumont has just picked up his things and is about to walk
out when the local tow truck operator and resident Alien and
Conspiracy chapter president Harland rushes into the office

HARLAND
I told you they're here...I just
found their shuttle
pod...disguised as a jeep grand
Cherokee.  There I was just hooked
it up for towing cause it had a
ticket on it.  When bam it done
shot out a lighting beam and
killed my truck.  I barely got out
of there alive

WELLS
(Looking at Dumont)

Left-Tenant Col would that happen
to be your vehicle?
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DUMONT
Yes

HARLAND
He's an alien - arrest him before
he takes me to the mother ship and
anal probes me

WELLS
You're not an Alien are you
Left-Tenant Col?

DUMONT
Not an illegal alien anyways

HARLAND
Are we all gonna die with anal
probes in us?

DUMONT
Do I look like an Alien?

Dumont pulls out one of the credentials an holds in front of
him

DUMONT
Left-Tenant Col Gabriele Dumont
NSA, your new deputy

HARLAND
That says FBI

Dumont turns the badge around and looks at the FBI badge

DUMONT
I should get around to marking
these things

SHERIFF
Or you could just stop carrying
them...Harland have a seat, I'll
be right with you.  Dumont go get
changed

FADE OUT

EXT. DUMONT'S VEHICLE - MORNING

FADE IN

Harland is hesitantly walking up to his broken tow truck as
Dumont is working on getting it running
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HARLAND
So you ain't an alien

DUMONT
No

As he finishes tightening a belt in Harland's tow truck

HARLAND
So what did ya do to my truck?

DUMONT
My vehicle has...sophisticated
anti-theft devices.  When you
raised the front of my truck up,
it set off an EMP that killed your
truck

Dumont reaches in through the window and starts the tow
truck

HARLAND
What did you do?

DUMONT
Replaced the battery and the
alternator

HARLAND
Really cause this old heap has
never run better...where did you
get the parts at this time of
morning?

DUMONT
Turn around

Harland turns around to see automotive parts company with
open sign in the window

HARLAND
I always wondered what time they
open.  At the station they called
you Left-Tenant Col, shouldn't you
be called Lt Col?

DUMONT
Americans...I'm tired of
explaining that.  You're one of
the few countries in the world
that mispronounces the rank, Even
non-speaking English countries
pronounce it Left-Tenant
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HARLAND
I don't know about them English
speaking countries...I speak
American not English...does this
mean you ain't American?

DUMONT
Nor am I an illegal alien

As Dumont closes the back door of his Jeep Cherokee, climbs
into the drivers seat and drives off

HARLAND
Now I gotta go read a book to make
sense of what he just said

FADE OUT

INT. SHERRIF'S OFFICE - DAY

FADE IN

Dumont enters the station in combat uniform wearing a black
beret with an unfamiliar cap badge and rank that doesn't
make sense to most of the people in the station

JANE
Hi, you must be Left-Tenant Col
Dumont, I'm Jane, sorry Deputy J
Wells, The other Wells is my
brother

DUMONT
Hello Deputy J Wells, I've met
your brother already...you're much
better looking

JANE
Why thank you...I'm not really all
the familiar with military ranks,
those two bars and thin one they
look like navy rank. Are you in
the navy?

DUMONT
No Jane...I'm in an Army

Jane was about to say something when the Sheriff opens the
door to his office and shouts

SHERIFF
Dumont get in here
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DUMONT
I guess I'll see you in a bit

Dumont turns and walks into the office

JANE
That's one good looking soldier

DEPUTY
Yeah he is kinda pretty...If I was
girl, which I'm not...I'd find him
very attractive

INT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - DAY

FADE IN

Dumont closes the door and waits for the Sheriff to say
something

SHERIFF
Left-Tenant Col, please have a
seat

Dumont sits in the seat in front of the Sheriff

SHERIFF
What am I supposed to do with you?

DUMONT
I have no idea

SHERIFF
You NSA file is of no use

The Sheriff opens the file and pulls up the first page that
has words cut out of it

SHERIFF
They didn't just copy your file
and black out the words...they cut
them out as well.  I didn't think
anyone did that anymore.  The only
useful thing in here is your
financial records. Are you really
being paid that much

DUMONT
I really have no idea, it all gets
deposited to a bank account. Until
I was sent here I never had to pay
for anything
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SHERIFF
You do know we can't afford you?

DUMONT
It's a good thing you're not
paying me

SHERIFF
As long as we both agree on that.
Now for some idiot reason I can't
get one single file for everything
you've done and worked with.

The Sheriff pulls out the large number of forms Wallenburg
left him

SHERIFF
You have allot of paperwork to
do...get to work

DUMONT
Wallenburg...maybe I should have
slept with his sister

SHERIFF
close the door on your way out

Dumont is turning the door handle the intercom on the
Sheriff's desk blurts to life

JANE
Sheriff Mathilda May is going
crazy about losing her dog

SHERIFF
I'll get someone right on
that...Paperwork can wait.  Grab a
deputy and go help Mathilda May
find her dog...just not Jane,
something tells me you still might
have a zipper problem

EXT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - DAY

FADE IN

Dumont is leaving the station with Wells who looks like he
would rather be elsewhere

WELLS
Left...Col squad car's this way
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DUMONT
I'm not getting in that thing

Dumont turns off the Alarm on his Jeep and walks towards it

DUMONT
Let's go find a dog

INT. DUMONT'S VEHICLE - DAY

FADE IN

Wells is sitting in the passenger seat looking at the stock
interior of the Jeep

WELLS
Why don't we just take the
authorized police vehicle

Dumont touches a non-descriptive button, a police alarm
blares out followed by flashing red and blue lights

WELLS
Other than the radio I'm carrying
we don't have a radio

Dumont opens the console, pulls out some Cd's then sticks
his hand in it.  Then suddenly the police band is coming out
of all the speakers

WELLS
Database terminal

DUMONT
It's in the trunk...I still have
to install it.  So much for my
carefully orchestrated stock
interior

WELLS
You have the terminal in your
trunk?

DUMONT
Yes a parting gift from the
NSA...they expect me to be here
for a very long time.  So where is
this Mathilda May?
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INT. DUMONT'S VEHICLE - MORNING

FADE IN

They are driving down the road Wells has been guiding him

WELLS
You have a spy car, but no GPS?

DUMONT
I have a photographic memory, why
would I need GPS.  And this isn't
a spy car, MI6 took that away from
me.  I just don't like it when
someone steals my vehicle

WELLS
You're kidding about the MI6
thing...right

Dumont looks over at Wells

DUMONT
Yes I was....mother fucker

Dumont pulls the vehicle quickly over to the right and stops
abruptly

DUMONT
Are you wearing your Vest?

WELLS
This is Henry's Mill why would I
need a vest, what's going on?

Dumont steps out of the jeep, opens the back door.  first
pulls up the folded seat, under it are two bullet proof
vests, one his military issue and the other one a NYPD issue

DUMONT
Let's get some weapons

WELLS
For what?

Dumont puts everything back in place, goes to the back opens
the hatch, sticks his key in the lock, a door pops open,
then he unlocks the sliding door to reveal four rifles, one
FNC1A1 (his official service rifle) two modified close
combat FN's and a sniper rifle. Along with pistols, ammo,
grenade, first aide kit, a rucksack and what may be
claymores
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DUMONT
I'm not a big fan of shot
guns...ever fired a real rifle

As he pulls out one of the modified FN's, breaks it inserts
the breech block, closes it and hand it and the vest to
Wells. then repeats the same thing with the other modified
weapon

DUMONT
Let's go

WELLS
Go where?

Dumont looks at him, shakes his head and walks towards the
trees.  Wells follows him trying to balance putting the vest
on while carrying the rifle.  Not noticing that where the
trees are at the lowest is a massive field of pot

INT. SMALL TRAIL - MORNING

FADE IN

Wells has caught up to Dumont who is kneeling on the trail
in front of them.  Wells is about to say something when
Dumont motions him to stop.  Then Dumont walks into the
woods and comes out with a double barreled sawed off shotgun
hands it to Wells then walks into the other side, and then
also comes out and hands Wells another sawed off

DUMONT
I didn't have to give you a rifle,
now you have two shotguns

As Dumont puts the claymore he just disarmed next to the
other claymore sitting on the ground.

WELLS
What the hell...

DUMONT
How could you have missed that
massive pot field, that's why I
pulled over

WELLS
Yeah...I saw it.  Maybe we should
call for backup
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DUMONT
If we were in a gang controlled
territory I would agree with
you...besides we have some backup
just ahead

FADE OUT

EXT. EDGE OF THE TREE LINE - MORNING

FADE IN

Wells is standing with the rifle slung and holding sawed
off's in each hand when he feels like someone is watching
him.  He turns his head and there is a bear sitting there
staring at him

DUMONT
I see you've met Marco...here's
Polo

Another Bear shambles up and sits next to Dumont

WELLS
what the...

DUMONT
It's not magic...it's MRE's.  They
love em...me if I have too

Wells looks down and Marco is licking the inside of a MRE's
that Dumont sliced open and gave it to.

DUMONT
Let's go visit the neighbors shall
we

FADE OUT

EXT. FARMHOUSE - MORNING

FADE IN

Wells is standing by the edge of the field as Dumont
casually walks up to the door of the house and opens it for
the two bears to go inside

WELLS
this guy is a certified nut job

Wells runs up to Dumont who is headed to the back door
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WELLS
How fucking crazy are you?

DUMONT
Marginal...that's all anyone has
ever told me...you do know how to
use the rifle

WELLS
It's a rifle of course I know how
to use it

By the time they get to the back of the house the occupants
have realized there is actually two bears in their living
room as they run out the door to be arrested by Dumont and
Wells

FADE OUT

INT. FARMHOUSE - MORNING

FADE IN

Two stoned farmhands are sitting with their back to the
doors, windows open, watching re-runs of Dogg The Bounty
Hunter on a giant flat screen television.  A third stoned
guy can be seen in the kitchen trying to cook something only
not really sure of what it is

there is a scratching sound coming from the door, one seems
to hear it only he thinks it's the other guy scratching
himself.  When suddenly Marco and Polo walk into the house
looking for food to eat.

FADE OUT

INT. SHERIFF'S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

FADE IN

Falsen was trying to get back to his daily paperwork and not
trying to figure out what was left in Dumont's NSA file that
did seem to make sense when Jane enters

JANE
Sheriff...about Col Dumont and
James going out to Mathilda May's

SHERIFF
What about it?
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JANE
They didn't quite make it
there...yet

SHERIFF
What do you mean?

JANE
Well they kind of busted a 5 to 20
acre pot farm

SHERIFF
I guess we might be getting that
new squad car after all

FADE OUT

EXT. FARMHOUSE - AFTERNOON

FADE IN

The Sherrif pulls up and Wells is standing guard on nine men
and the bears are having a really good time in the house
after devouring a pot stash

SHERIFF
Where is Dumont?

WELLS
Picking....

There is a sudden burst of machine gun fire with two single
return shots, something explodes and then you can hear
people screaming

CRIMINAL
(1)

You shot me...god damnit you shot
me

WELLS
Picking up straglers...you know
he's certified right?

SHERIFF
Unfortunately he's now our
certified lunatic

A few minutes later four men come walking out from behind
the barn, one holding a hand on his arm where the bullet
grazed him, two who are holding each other up and look like
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they just got blown up and a fourth one who looked like he
jumped in the manure pile

DUMONT
Afternoon Sherrif...So Deputy are
you sure you do know how to use
that rifle

Wells just looks at him and suddenly a truck bursts out of
the barn and races towards them.  Wells pulls up the rifle
and fires and nothing happens. Dumont casually turns around
and fires his, causing the driver to overreact and smash
into a concrete block and launch the passenger through the
windshield

DUMONT
first you have to load the weapon

Seven of the criminals hear that and get angry

DUMONT
Sherrif is there a reason you
brought the whole department with
you

Falsen turns around to see every deputy on duty and off duty
in the driveway to the farmhouse

SHERIFF
You did something really
good...don't ruin it by talking
about second slices of pie and
wanted fugitives

FADE OUT

INT. LOCAL CAFE - AFTERNOON

FADE IN

Two wanted criminals are sitting at a booth eating a second
slice of pie, while a dogg like bounty hunter watches then
from the parking lot

FADE OUT

EXT. MATHILDA MAY'S - AFTERNOON

FADE IN
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Dumont and Wells have pulled up Mathilda May's house and are
getting out of the jeep

WELLS
So why is it that you didn't want
to wait around for the ATF and DEA
guys

DUMONT
DEA, that misunderstanding has
been resloved.  ATF well there's
still alot of tension with them

WELLS
Is there anyone you haven't pissed
off?

DUMONT
Now you sound like my ex-wife

WELLS
You have an ex-wife

DUMONT
She told me we're divorced, I've
never recieved any paperwork

Dumont reaches for his badges as Mathilda May opens the
door, he' looking at Wells when he holds up the badge

DUMONT
Left-Tenant Col Dumont NSA
attached to the Sherif's office

he stops when he see's Mary

MATHILDA MAY
Now aren't you a tall drink of
water...and that badge says ATF
and it sure isn't you

DUMONT
Hello Mary

MATHILDA MAY
It's been along time since I've
seen a Canadian Soldier let alone
an Officer...are you here to help
me find Dogg?

WELLS
You're Canadian?
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DUMONT
I thought the flag on my shoulder
would give me away, not to mention
the word "Canada" under my rank
insignia

DUMONT
So when was the last time you saw
your Dogg

FADE OUT

INT. MATHILDA MAY'S HOUSE - DAY

FADE IN

The house is immaculate, around the television there is just
short of a shrine to Dogg The Bounty Hunter.  As Dumont
talks to Mathilda May Wells notices stacked neatly on the
table are all of Mary's degree's, doctorates and certificats

DUMONT
Mathilda May...do you know me?

MATHILDA MAY
Why you're that handsome officer
that's come to help me find my
Dogg

DUMONT
Ma'am have you ever been to
Europe?

MATHILDA MAY
I've never been out of the county
let alone out of the country

DUMONT
Does the name John Hopskins mean
anything

MATHILDA MAY
I am not familiar with the
gentleman

DUMONT
When was the last time you saw a
doctor?

MATHILDA MAY
Why would I? I'm as fit as a
fiddle
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DUMONT
Ma'am what year is it?

MATHILDA MAY
Why it's 1979 of course

DUMONT
I would like to take you to the
hospital

MATHILDA MAY
I'm not going to the hospital,
people only go to the hospital to
die.  And I certainly am not dying

DUMONT
You definitely are not
dying...Dogg is, that's were we
will find him

MATHILDA MAY
Oh my lord...I'll just grab a few
things

She grabs somethings and rushes out to the jeep

DUMONT
Search the house, find all her
certificates, photos and bring
them to the hospital

WELLS
why would I do that?

DUMONT
Once you read them you'll know why

FADE OUT

INT. MATHILDA MAY'S HOUSE - EVENING

FADE IN

Wells is looking through the impressive pile of certificates
all with the same name Mary Ann Stranton.  Wells turns on
his radio and speaks

WELLS
Jane are you in the office
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JANE
I am, and it's crawling with ATF
and DEA

WELLS
Great, anyways I need you to run a
name for me

JANE
Okay

WELLS
Mary Ann Stranton.  Siera Tango
Romeo Alpha November Tango Oscar
November.  And send someone to
pick me up at Mathilda May's

JANE
Where's the Col?

WELLS
He took Mathilda May to the
hospital...apparently he knows
her.  Did you know Dumont is
Canadian?

JANE
It was obivous, underneath his
rank said Canada and he has a
Canadian Flag on his shoulder

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL ER - HENRY MILLS - EVENING

FADE IN

Mary Ann is hesitantly and scared sitting on a chair in the
waiting room.  Dumont is at the desk talking to the nurse

DUMONT
Left-Tenant Col Dumont NSA

TOWNS FOLK
(Nurse)

That badge says your FBI

DUMONT
Fine, the woman behind me...you
have to admit her, for a pysch
eval
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TOWNS FOLK
(Nurse)

We all know Mathilda May is crazy,
you don't need and eval for that.

DUMONT
Her real name is Dr. Mary Ann
Stranton. board ceritified
surgeon.  Mathilda May was her
great aunt who died in 1979...ask
her what year it is

the nurse hesitantly walks over to Mathilda May

TOWNS FOLK
(Nurse)

This might seem like a strange
question, Mathilda May what year
is it?

MATHILDA MAY
Of course I do, child. It's May 24
1979.  I do hope President Carter
gets re-elected.  Can I go see
Dogg now

FADE OUT

EXT. MATHILDA MAY'S HOUSE - EVENING

FADE IN

Wells is sitting on the steps to the house when Falsen
drives up

WELLS
I'm surprised to see you picking
me up Sherrif

SHERIFF
I can't handle being in the
station right now, it's three ring
Fed circus in there

WELLS
Jane said it was crawling with ATF
and DEA

SHERIFF
You can add the FBI to that circle
jerk, now.  This is what Jane was
able to find on Mary Ann Stranton.
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Falsen hands Wells a folder, Wells opens it and the first
thing he see's is Mathilda May

SHERIFF
Look familiar?

WELLS
Yes

SHERIFF
She's a board certified surgeon
with former ties to the D.O.D.,
Went missing 6 years ago, a year
after she buried her husband.  A
colleague reported her missing.
Guess when Mathilda May arrived?

WELLS
Six years ago

SHERIFF
Let's go and try to keep this one
off the radar...last thing I want
is more feds turning up asking
even dumber questions

WELLS
Works for me...Did you know Dumont
is Canadian?

SHERIFF
Of course it was the first thing
in his file, plus the word
"Canada" is right under his rank
and there's a Canadian Flag on his
shoulder

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM HENRY'S MILL - EVENING

FADE IN

Mary is sitting angrily on her bead, with Dumont next to her

MATHILDA MAY
I really don't like needles...why
they had to steal some of my blood
I have no idea...when are we going
to see Dogg
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DUMONT
You don't remember me at all?

MATHILDA MAY
You are a beautiful drink of
water, it pains me to say I don't
remember you

DUMONT
Do the words Bosnia, Brussels,
Nuremburg mean anything to you?

MATHILDA MAY
I ain't never heard of no Bosnia,
Brussels like the sprouts, I love
Brussel Sprouts...Nurmenbrug
that's were they tried all those
Nazi's after the war right?

DUMONT
Yes

MATHILDA MAY
Well I ain't waiting any longer if
they don't take me to see Dogg,
I'm just gonna find him myself

Dumont was about to say something when the Nurse walks in
carrying a tablet

TOWNS FOLK
(Nurse)

It's okay Mathilda May, I have
Dogg right here for you

The Nurse taps the screen and the open credits for Dogg The
Bounty Hunter start, Mary takes the tablet and smiles

MATHILDA MAY
there you are, they said you were
hurt...I knew you weren't

Mary relaxes and sits back watching the screen

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL ROOM HENRY'S MILL - EVENING

FADE IN

Dumont is standing at the door with the Doctor watching Mary
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DUMONT
Any ideas?

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Well with what we can test for
right now...nothing.  So she is a
surgeon?

DUMONT
Alot more than that, she was a
prodigy.  I first met her in
Bosnia, she was 16 and performed a
miracle.  She saved my life with a
scaple, tweezers, a needle and
thread.  When she got me to the
field hospital she spent another
11 hours pulling metal out of my
body

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Where was that?

DUMONT
Bosnia 1992, I was still with
N.A.T.O. Covert Ops...Sorry
Intellegnce, N.A.T.O. never
officially had covert ops.  My
assignment went south.  She found
me on the side of road.

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

I was with the Marines in Bosnia.
I remember her now, one of my men
had a crush on her

DUMONT
That would have been Phillip...he
died seven years ago

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL ER - HENRY MILLS - EVENING

FADE IN

Dumont is approaching Falsen and Wells talking to the Doctor
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TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

So they got married?

DUMONT
Yes, she made work for it though.
First thing she said to him was "I
won't date..."

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

A Marine"  We always thought he
would be a lifer, then suddenly he
put in his papers

SHERIFF
So Left-Tenant Col anymore crazy
women that we should be worried
about?

DUMONT
Only my ex-wife and I haven't seen
her in 11 years...and that was one
grade A crazy bitch.  The sex was
great everything else pure
nightmare

WELLS
Thanks for sharing...here's what i
could find

As he points to the two boxes filled with Mary Ann's life

SHERIFF
And this is what we could did up
on her as well

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Hopefully we try to figure out how
to safely use it to bring her back

DUMONT
Thank you doctor, I'll come check
on her later.  If it's okay

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Well it can't hurt at this point
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SHERIFF
In the mean time you two have to
go give statements to the Feds
infesting my office

FADE OUT

INT. SHERRIF'S OFFICE - EVENING

FADE IN

The station is crawling with ATF, DEA, FBI, and so many
suits that it's pure chaos.  Sitting on the edge of desk is
middle aged ATF agent speaking to a DEA agent with his back
turned to them.  Dumont stops and pulls all the ID's out of
his pockets and finds the ATF ID that belongs to the man
sitting on the edge of the desk

DUMONT
Hi Fred, you were right I do have
your ID

He hands Fred the ID, Fred looks at it then at Dumont. Fred
stands up and clocks Dumont and tries to beat the crap out
of him

FRED
You mother fucker...she was my
wife...cock sucker

people are either getting out of the way or trying to pull
them apart.  Eventually the Sherrif just pulls out his side
arm and fires it into the ceiling

SHERIFF
Enough, there is serious work to
be done here and you people are
already pissing me off.  I really
don't care what your problem with
Left-Tenant Col Dumont is the
sooner you get done what you have
too...the sooner you get the hell
out of here

DUMONT
How was I supposed to know...she
was way to hot to be married to
you

FRED
Mother fucker
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Wells holds Fred back

WELLS
Hey look here...I just met him and
already I want to beat the crap
out of him...so I know how you
feel

FRED
This isn't over Dumont...somebody
take his damn statemnet

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL - HENRY'S MILL - NIGHT

FADE IN

The Night Security Guard is doing his rounds and finds Mary
standing outside a patient room reading a chart

TOWNS FOLK
(Security Guard)

Mathilda May...what are you doing?

MATHILDA MAY
I'm doing rounds...who's Mathilda
May? It's Doctor Stranton

TOWNS FOLK
(Security Guard)

Sorry Doctor, they need you down
in the ER for a consul...I'm here
to take you there

MATHILDA MAY
Lets go then

FADE OUT

INT. NSA OFFICE - NIGHT

FADE IN

Wallenburg is happyliy back at his desk, catching up on the
work he got behind on.

AGENT WALLENBURG
Form 22-jt-5671 complete
Form 23-jt-5672 complete
Status of operation 598641-698
complete

(MORE)
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AGENT WALLENBURG (cont'd)
I know I'm missing something...

SMITH
You attention to detail is
comendable Agent Wallenburg

AGENT WALLENBURG
Director Smith...the whole Dumont
thing set me back and security
anayalsis can't wait after all the
bad guys don't take breaks

SMITH
Well, I was going to wait until
the morning to tell you, we've
promoted you...Unfortunately I
have to be in Washington for 8 am.
 So I thought I best let you know

AGENT WALLENBURG
Thank you sir, I wasn't expecting
a promotion.  I love what I do
right here

SMITH
That's not a problem, you're stay
right were you are.  The promotion
is to assest liason

AGENT WALLENBURG
I'm an anyalist...I deal don't
deal with assets

SMITH
Relax Wallenburg you have one
asset to deal with

AGENT WALLENBURG
It's not Dumont is it?

SMITH
No

AGENT WALLENBURG
Thank god...who is it?

SMITH
It's Sherrif Falsen of Henry's
Mill.  When he asks for anything,
if it's with the boundaries of the
Law, you are to provide it to him
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AGENT WALLENBURG
What about Dumont he's an NSA
field agent

SMITH
Dumont...he's on loan and has
nothing to do with this

AGENT WALLENBURG
What's so important about middle
of the nowhere Henry's Mills?

SMITH
Wallenburg you are one of our best
anyalists...it shouldn't be too
hard to figure that out

FADE OUT

INT. HOSPITAL ER - HENRY MILLS - NIGHT

FADE IN

The security guard has managed to get Mary back to the ER,
while they are locating the doctor she is looking over the
charts of one of the patients.

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Dr. Stranton it's nice to meet
you.  If you have a moment there
is something I would like you to
see

MATHILDA MAY
Certainly, by the way, why am I
here.  None of these patients are
in serious need of my skills?

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Do you recognize anyone in this
photo?

The Doctor hands her a framed photo of his unit, front row
is Phillip.  Mary looks at, then like a light switch flips
out comes Mathilda May, full southern accent and 100% bigger
than life Drama

MATHILDA MAY
There you are Doctor, my you were
a handsome young officer, your
still very attractive.  If I was a

(MORE)
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MATHILDA MAY (cont'd)
younger woman...

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

I know a man is not supposed to
ask a lady how old she is...you
look very young for your age...how
old are you?

MATHILDA MAY
I often hear that, it flatters me
every time...I just turned 89, my
great grand niece turns out see's
a prodigy.  I can't wait for the
next family reunion

FADE OUT

INT. BAR - HENRY'S MILL - NIGHT

FADE IN

Dumont is sitting at a table filling out the impressive
stack of forms Wallenburg left for him, when Fred sits down
across from him

FRED
I loved her

DUMONT
And I made a mistake...I didn't
know she was married

FRED
It's my fault...I should have
known better.  You should have
heard some of the reasons she gave
for forgetting her wedding ring at
home

DUMONT
When did you realize, was it when
you found my NYPD ID?

FRED
No I beleived her story, I don't
know why...no it was when I
started pissing blood

DUMONT
Sorry to hear that
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FRED
Consolation for me, is that at
least she gave you the same
STD...I'm going to find some place
to eat around here

As Fred gets up to leave the server brings over the food
Dumont had ordered

TOWNS FOLK
(Server)

Her you are Sir, one house special

Dumont and Fred look down at the greasy mess of local
cuisine

FRED
What is that?

TOWNS FOLK
(Server)

It's the house special, best
catfish in four counties.

FRED
Enjoy the local cuisine

Fred is all smiles as he exits the bar as Wells is entering

WELLS
that's more civil of you two...I
would have expected a bar brawl in
progress

DUMONT
You just might, like when he finds
out the only place to get food in
town after 9pm is here and one
moment

Dumont pulls out his cell, dials Fred and waits

DUMONT
Hi Fred...on thing you should
know...You ex-wife never gave me
an STD...I've never had an STD

WELLS
You don't stop do you?

DUMONT
Who Fred...I hate him.  This is
just far too easy
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WELLS
You are an insane disaster tearing
up everywhere you go.  You've been
in town less than 24 hours, been
locked up in jail with a person we
can't even acknowledge was in our
Jail, busted a major grow op in
our back yard, found out Mathilda
May is not who she is, and gotten
in a fist fight with an ATF agent

DUMONT
It's going to take me some time to
get used to this slower pace of
life

WELLS
Are you completely fucking insane?

Dumont stops, thinks and responds

DUMONT
No ones ever been able to say one
way or another, the last
tests...all they could say was
marginal...how do you eat this
without it getting all over
everything?

FADE OUT

INT. PUB - BY WALLENBURG'S HOUSE - NIGHT

FADE IN

Wallenburg walks into his favorite pub that is exactly 3
mins and 28 seconds from his front door

BARTENDER
Hey Wally aren't you up a little
late for a school night

AGENT WALLENBURG
(Sitting down)

I need a drink

BARTENDER
On a school night?

AGENT WALLENBURG
I've already called in sick...make
it a triple
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BARTENDER
Wow...this is worse than when you
first had to deal with that crazy
Canadian

AGENT WALLENBURG
you have no idea...At least i got
a promotion and a pay raise

BARTENDER
Shouldn't you be celebrating that?

AGENT WALLENBURG
I'm definitely celebrating
something...

FADE OUT

INT. FALSEN'S HOUSE - NIGHT

FADE IN

Falsen is tried, it's been a long day and he just wants to
relax and go to bed.  He sits down in is favorite chair and
turns on the TV and the news program.  The announcer is
speaking "Today ATF and DEA agents successfuly took down a
major marijuana operation in Henry's Mill worth millions in
the drug trade we now go to the ATF spokes person..." as he
turns off the TV

SHERIFF
I guess I can kiss that new squad
car goodbye

FADE OUT

INT. SHERRIF'S OFFICE - NIGHT

FADE IN

Dumont is dropping off the completed paperwork at the
Sherrif's office.  Jane and another deputy are filing and
filling out reports and other paperwork

DUMONT
I though I was the only one
working late tonight

JANE
Good evening Col, with all the
chaos we got behind on everything
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DUMONT
I can understand that...where is
the outgoing mail.  I have to get
these out first thing in the
morning

DEPUTY
Normally it would be over there in
the corner, except them ATF fellas
used it as garbage bin.

JANE
It's in the mail room

DUMONT
If you have a mail room...why was
the outgoing mail over in the
corner?

JANE
Until tonight we didn't know we
had a mail room

DEPUTY
We even have a postal worker in
there.  And I thought he was the
janitor

JANE
He is the janitor

DEPUTY
that don't make sense how can he
be the janitor and a postal
worker?

DUMONT
Never mind...when does the post
office open?

DEPUTY
Well Max used to open it at 7 am
on the dot, then he retired and
the new guy Tyrel well he's always
late...sometimes he doesn't open
until 7:15 and he always closes
early too.

FADE OUT
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INT. HOSPITAL ROOM HENRY'S MILL - NIGHT

FADE IN

The Doctor is getting ready to go home for the night when
Dumont enters the ER

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Good Evening Left Tenant Col

DUMONT
ER's open 24/7 and the Doctor's
always on call

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

That's what happens when you live
across the street in a small town,
they send the ambulance, call me
and I'm here waiting for the
patient.

DUMONT
It is it okay if I go see her?

TOWNS FOLK
(Doctor)

Well she's finally sleeping, so I
don't see anything wrong with it.
Besides having another set of eyes
around would be good, especially
if she starts doing rounds again

The Doctor exits, and Dumont goes into the room with Mary,
puts the envelops with all the forms on the table.  He goes
over to where Mary is sleeping, looks at her

DUMONT
Of all the places I've looked for
you in the last six years...this
is the last place I would have
expected to find you.

THE END


